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About an Extraordinary Vessel

It has 8 vessels as another route to regular 
meridian, and are calling it 8 extra-
channels.
By Connecting channel etc., it holds a 
confluence to some places and is governing 
the whole body everywhere.



Regular Meridian 
and Extraordinary Vessel

Regular Meridian = it is a national highway 
when it compares to a road. 

Extraordinary V.= the bypass which eases 
traffic congestion of a national highway. 

It is a consider as Regular meridian’s 
collateral circulation. 
To explain in the 『十四経発揮/ Elaboration of the 
Fourteen Channels 』, “Ki and blood always go 12 
meridians. “If the Ki of 12 meridian overflows and it goes 
into an EVs”  However, the EV channels always exists.



The original text of 
an Extraordinary vessel treatment

難経 Nan Jing Chap. 27,28,29.
鍼灸聚英発揮 Shinnkyu Jyuei Hakki
鍼灸大成 Great Compendium of 
Acupuncture and Moxibustion



EV treatment 
is a treatment method in which
1. Treatment is done by the use of confluence points of 

the eight vessels
2. Combine the extra channels of a hand and a leg,

Which decides a turn to be main Channel or coupled 
Channel, treat to it and it is a gain about an effect.

3. Make the name of main Channel into EV-Sho 
(Pattern). There, Add the stimuli which does an 
effect of a plus and the stimuli which does an effect 
of a minus to coupled channel. 

＊Point to be Sho as main point (+),  call a follow point 
to it as coupled point (-).



The protocol of 
an EV(two channels) treatment
1.  Determination of the Kikei SHO（Pattern of 

Kikei)
１）Examination

The core of a examination is an Kikei
abdominal DX 
２） Choose 1-2 sets of Kikei pattern 

2.  Perform the treatment which lets (+) main 
point and does an effect of (-) to coupled point. 



Main treatment points of 
Extraordinary Vessels

EV Point EV Point

Du
governing

SI3 Yang Qiao
yang heel

BL62

Yang Wei
yang linking

TW5 Dai 
girdling

GB41

Ren
conception

LU7 Yin Qiao
yin heel

KD6

Yin Wei
yin linking

PC6 Chong
penetrating

SP4



Dual meridian Treatment 
and Points

Channel Point Channel Point

H. lesser yin HT5 F. reverting 
yin LR3

H. yang 
brightness LI4 F. yang 

brightness ST43



The feature of an Extraordinary TX.

 It shows immediate result.
A examination and a diagnoses are easy.
A treatment is easy.
A pt can do it as a regimen at household.



Examination and a Diagnoses
（１） Diagnosis by the flow of channels

・The Flow of the Meridians
・The Flow of the Extraordinary Vessels

（２） Diagnosis by symptomology and pathology
（３） Diagnosis by palpation with pressure
（４） Diagnosis by Miyawaki style EV abdominal DX
（５） Diagnosis by pulse taking
（６） Diagnosis by the use of the tester magnet



with Miyawaki sensei
EV Abdominal Diagnosis

The feature of EV Abdominal Dx.
（１） You can judge all the EVs in the surrounding 
of a abdominal region. 
（２） The method of an examination of abdomen is 
a correspond to internal organ Dx.
（３） Practitioner let you a pt know the change. 



with Miyawaki sensei
The location of an EV examination of abdomen



Du/governing Yang Qiao / yang heel



Yang Wei/yang linking Dai/girdling



Ren conception Yin Qiao yin heel



Yin Wei yin linking Chong  penetrating 



F. yang brightness （ST43→LI4）



F. reverting yin （LR3→HT5）



H. lesser yin （Ht5→LR3)



PC6→LR3



Diagnosis by symptomology and pathology
The point aimed at of each EVs pathology

(1) Dū Mài or Governing Vessel

(2) Yang Qiao or yang heel vessel 

It has the strongest Yang factor. A central disorder, 
the deep state of pathology, the strong condition of a 
whole body symptom, etc.

It has the strongest Yang factor after Du Mai. 
Central disorder, what has an illness superficial 
compared with Du Mai, a confine disease. 



（3）Yang Wei or yang linking vessel
No central factor like Du or Yang Qiao, symptoms in a 
superficial location, and yang type of pain on hands and 
feet. Indisposition on GB channel. 

（4）Dai Mai or girdling vessel

This Sho is an disease more Yin-type and deeper than 
Yang Wei. In the “Elaboration of the Fourteen Channels”, 
25 pattern is described as main symptomology of GB41. 
When the content of these 25 pattern is studied, there 
are many symptoms on regular GB channel. In the clinic, 
The disease on GB Channel is an indication of Yang Wei. 



（5）Ren or conception vessel
Consider about the disorder of a lower abdominal 
region. Many Lung channel Syndromes of Regular 
Meridian is included.
For example, a respiratory disease, a dermatosis, etc.

（6）Yin Qiao or yin heel vessel
It is mainly a consider about the disease of lower 
warmer. Symptom on the KD channel.  At an abdominal 
region, a reaction appears on ST channel. therefor it 
also include many  symptom of ST channel. And, it used 
for the disorder of almost all lumbosacral regions.



（7）Yin Wei or yin linking
The disease of Yin Wei is described to "heartache as 
suffer" by Nan Jing Chp29, this means various 
heartache and an epigastric pain. The disease of PC 
channel is also considered.  The heartache of Yin Wei 
contains many anxiety complexes. 
Against this, chest-pain of Chong has many cardiac 
pain. 

（8）Chong or penetrating 
In Nan Jing   "pt does counter flow-ki and is "in urgent 
to the inside. Although stated, a Sho of  counter flow-ki 
is shown. And, the inside means intestines and urgency 
refers to a spasm. Its mentioned many intense pains of 
intestines or a gynecology in the ShinkyuJuei. Many 
spleen-meridian diseases are also included. 



（9）Foot Yang Ming or brightness
At this EV, Symptomology of a Stomach meridian is 
main. It is also an area of a Yan Wei or a Dai.
In particular, an effect shows up in symptom on the 
Yang brightness of hands and feet.

（10）Hand Yang Ming or brightness
It is mainly symptom of a LI meridian. However, this 
Symptom is originally included in a Yan Wei. The 
symptoms it is more effective to connect hands-and-
feet Yang Brightness in symptom of a Yan Wei. 



（11）Foot Jue Yin or reverting yin
It include many diseases of a LR and GB meridian.
use for a suffer pt. a tightness and pain in the thoracic 
rib cage area, a swelling and tenderness in the 
epigastrium, etc. which come from a hepatopancreas 
disorder and a stress. 
In addition, I use for the disease related to the sinew.

（12） Hand Shao yin or Lesser yin
Use to the symptom pattern of the heart and a PC 
meridian. Also LR and GB.



The variety of the treatment 
method of an EVs

1. Retaining the MP needle
(Gold and Stainless）

2. Attachment of Gold and a silver sphere
or Pointed and Flat side of the magnet

3. Direct sesame size of the moxa
4. Warming moxa



Plus and Minus
Effect of a plus (+) Effect of a minus(-)

Acupu

ncture

Gold Stainless
Copper（P needle） Zinc（M needle）

Magnet (+)  Pointed (-)  Flat side

Moxa
5 rounds 3 rounds
3 rounds 2 rounds



Copper-Zinc sphere



Direct Moxa (sesame size) 

Stick on Moxa (Chinetsu type)



Chinetsu Kyu



 Confluence points
 Point on dual meridian
Movement of Point seen in the 

clinical

Ev. Tx. Points



SI3（Du /governing）

BL62（Yang Qiao / yang heel ）



TW5（Yang Wei /yang linking）
GB41（Dai /girdling）



LU7（Ren / conception）
KD6〈moving point 〉(Yin Qiao / yin heel)



PC6 （Yin Wei / yin linking）
SP4 （Chong / penetrating）



LI4

LR3,  ST 43, GB41. 

HT5・HT7



Corresponding 
symptoms and diseases（１）

 Disorder of the Cranial-nerveses system
The sequelae of an intracerebral bleeding and a CI, a 
Parkinsonism, the trouble of eyes, etc.

 Disorder of the face area
A headache, facial paralysis, a trismus dolorificus, an 
ear, a nose, a dental disease

 Disorder of the Chest 
A heart disease, a asthma, a cough, an intercostal 
neuralgia, etc. 

 Disorder of the Upper abdomen
The stomach illness, a liver disease, a pancreatitis, etc. 



 Disorder of the Lower abdomen
A bladder disorder, the trouble of a gynecology

 Disorders of upper and lower limbs 
The pain of a frozen shoulder, an elbow, and a knee, 
a inflammation of a tendon sheath, etc.

 Disorders of a autonomic nervous system
A vertigo, a insomnia, a palpitation, a SOB, etc.

In addition, chronic disease or an intractable 
disease.

Corresponding 
symptoms and diseases（2）



Non indication disorder of EV

 Exothermic disorders (example: heat 
from cold, etc.) 
 At the time of a fast pulse

But, although a cancer pt etc. are fast 
pulses, they are effective depending on 
the treatment method.



Back of 
neck

One of application



P.137
P.138

Interscapular-region



Lumbar region

P.142 P.143 P.144



P.149 P.150

P.151 P.152

Knee
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